1.. Introduction {#S1}
================

Traditional sequential decision-making methods mainly focus on solving the problems of time series prediction and sequential decision-making in technological processes. In all kinds of assembly sequence production, sequential decision-making problems mainly exists in the process of workpiece processing \[[@ref001], [@ref002], [@ref003]\], investment decision-making, etc. \[[@ref004], [@ref005]\]. Sequential decision-making methods can also be applied to medical research, such as medical resource scheduling \[[@ref006]\] and medical personnel scheduling \[[@ref007]\].

In Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), the decision of multiple-acupoints stimulation sequence can affect the efficacy of acupuncture \[[@ref008]\]. Therefore, sequential decision-making of acupoints sequence is a typical sequential decision-making problem, which is worth studying for its clinical significance. In mathematics, compared to the traditional "optimization of set division \[[@ref009], [@ref010], [@ref011]\]" problems, "sequencial decision-making problems in multi-acupoints" can be seen as "optimization problem of treatment sequence division". Prior research in evidence-based acupuncture mostly focused on evaluating single acupoint's treatment effects on symptom improvement \[[@ref012], [@ref013]\] using statistical tests. Quantitative research on the treatment effects of multiple-acupoints stimulation sequences is limited. For example, no consensus currently exists on the optimal multiple-acupoints sequence for treating post-stroke dysphagia \[[@ref014], [@ref015], [@ref016]\]. Given the decisions of multi-acupoint stimulating sequences are made mainly based on the experts' experience, it is difficult to determine the optimal sequence, and further to establish the standardized the treatment protocols and to train junior Traditional Chinese Physicians.

At present, difficulties in the complex sequential decision-making problems (e.g. the generation process of complex medical treatment schemes) remain to be solved, such as comprehensively understanding the decision-making mechanisms, the non-linear relationship between each decision-making node, and the final decision-making results. Compared to deterministic prior knowledge, experts' group discussion \[[@ref017], [@ref018]\] can help extract the experts' group knowledge to build the hybrid knowledge model to constrain the treatment decision sequence generation in increasingly complex decision-making problems.

Besides, traditional sequential decision-making search methods often require explicit structured objective functions as search drivers. Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) provides a method to select random samples in decision space, which can construct a search tree based on the results of periodic decision and find the best decision sequence in a given domain. The great success of the application of MCTS to Computer Go \[[@ref019], [@ref020], [@ref021], [@ref022], [@ref023], [@ref024]\] indicates its significant impact on the field of artificial intelligence. Therefore, the randomness of the search process and the arbitrariness of the termination time of the MCTS method lay a solid theoretical foundation for the construction of sequence searching given incomplete prior knowledge.

Inspired by the discussions above, we proposed a MCTS sequential decision-making method based on hybrid knowledge, aiming at showing the generation process of feasible decision-making solutions in sequential decision-making problems, with ambiguous objective functions and the participation of experts. We further applied this method to generating ranking scheme of multiple-acupoint, in treating dysphagia among post-stroke patients.

The rest of the paper was organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the evaluation method of decision sequence based on hybrid knowledge; Section 3 presents the MCTS sequence decision method based on mixed knowledge; Section 4 provides the validation of the proposed sequential decision method by applying it on the generation process of the acupuncture sequential scheme for improving dysphagia among post-stroke patients. In addition, the advantages of the proposed method are verified by comparing it to the other traditional search methods. Finally, Section 5 offers conclusions and prospects for future researches.

2.. Decision sequence priority evaluation method based on hybrid knowledge {#S2}
==========================================================================

We introduced the acquisition method of the hybrid knowledge based on the combination of deterministic knowledge and experts' group knowledge. Then, we proposed an evaluation method of sequential decision based on hybrid knowledge.

2.1. Decision sequence evaluation based on hybrid knowledge {#S2.SS1}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In this section, a conceptual framework of complete decision sequence evaluation based on subsequence fragment priority is described. The process of evaluating a complete decision sequence was shown in Fig. [1](#thc-27-thc199034-g001){ref-type="fig"}.

Figure 1.Evaluation flow chart of complete decision sequence.

As shown in Fig. [1](#thc-27-thc199034-g001){ref-type="fig"}, the evaluation process consists of two steps: 1) obtain hybrid prior knowledge based on existing deterministic knowledge and group decision-making empirical knowledge, 2) calculate the evaluation value of a complete sequence according to sequence segmentation results (sub-sequence fragmentation state) and sub-sequence's (or sub-node's) position.

The detailed implementation method was presented as follows.

2.2. Hybrid knowledge extraction {#S2.SS2}
--------------------------------

If the experts' knowledge is predominant in sequential decision-making problems, it is efficient to construct hybrid knowledge by combining their empirical knowledge and a small amount of deterministic knowledge.

### 2.2.1. Empirical knowledge based on group decision making {#S2.SS2.SSS1}

In order to discuss the evaluation methods of the sub-sequence fragments of the complete decision sequence in this paper, the definition of the sub-sequence fragments is first given.

**Definition 1 (sub-sequence fragments):** In a complete sequence evaluation, a sub-sequence consisting of one or more nodes is called a subsequence fragment. The sub-sequence consisting of one node is called one-dimensional sub-sequence, while the sequence consisting of $n$ nodes is n-dimensional sub-sequence.

Therefore, in order to give the ranking of one-dimensional sub-sequence and multi-dimensional sub-sequence, we obtain the priority of each subsequence fragment by the classical group decision-making method based on fuzzy complementary judgment matrix approach \[[@ref017], [@ref018]\] (this approach focuses on the group experts' preference among options).

### 2.2.2. Integration of deterministic and empirical knowledge {#S2.SS2.SSS2}

In knowledge modeling, the existing experience or confirmed deterministic knowledge is assigned priority values based on their levels of certainty. The priority values can be classified into n levels (level 1 demonstrates highest certainty while level $n$ demonstrates the lowest certainty). Detailed quantification of hierarchical partition is shown in Eq. ([1](#S2.E1)). The evaluation value of subsequence fragments is stored in set $E{\{\}}$ Eq. ([2](#S2.E2)):

$$\textit{value\_point} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{{1 \div n} \times 1} & {\text{level~}n} \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
{{{({m + 1})} \div n} \times 1} & {{\text{level~}n} - m} \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
{{n \div n} \times 1} & {\text{level~}1} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$$${E{\{\}}} = {\{\textit{value\_point1},\textit{value\_point2},\cdots,\textit{value\_pointn}\}}$$

Where, value_point denotes the final evaluation value of the sub-sequence fragments, derived by level of evidence; $n$ denotes the number of the levels; $E{\{\}}$ denotes the space of empirical and deterministic hybrid knowledge.

2.3. Decision sequence evaluation based on hybrid knowledge {#S2.SS3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In this section, we give the evaluation value of a complete sequence based on the hybrid prior knowledge. Because of the vector feature of the decision sequence discussed in this paper, the orders of sub-sequence fragments (including one-dimensional decision node or multi-dimensional sub-sequence fragments) in the sequence can affect the results. Therefore, we propose a sequence segmentation method to get all the evaluation values of the complete sequences and return the maximum value as the evaluation value.

### 2.3.1. Segmentation mechanism of sub-sequence fragments {#S2.SS3.SSS1}

We hypothesize that in hybrid prior knowledge, we only obtain the evaluation values of part of sub-sequence fragments in the whole decision sequence. Meanwhile, for one long decision sequence, there may be multiple evaluation values because its segmentation mode cannot be determined. Therefore, in this case, we give the definition of decision sequence segmentation.

**Definition 2 (Decision Sequence Segmentation):** When a long sequence is input, it is necessary to discuss all of the combinations of subsequence fragments, which is called Decision Sequence Segmentation.

We cannot compare the multiple segmentation patterns without prior knowledge. Therefore, based on the hybrid knowledge, we calculate the evaluation values for all the segmentation patterns in a given n length sequence, and then return the maximum value as its final evaluation value.

### 2.3.2. Priority evaluation of complete sequences {#S2.SS3.SSS2}

The priority of a given complete sequence is determined by its final evaluation value. We propose a method to calculate the evaluation values for all the segmentation patterns in a given complete sequence. First, we give a definition of the evaluation preference.

**Definition 3 (Evaluation preference of Decision Sequence Segmentation):** In a given complete se- quence, higher evaluation values are assigned to the anterior sub-sequence fragments while lower evaluation values are assigned to the posterior sub-sequence fragments. We set 0.1 as the modifier value. Specific sequence fragment assignment formula is designed as follows:

$$\text{𝑣𝑎𝑙}_{i} = {{\frac{0.1}{n} \times {({n - k})}} + s_{i}}$$

Where, $n$ denotes the length of the sequence; $k$ denotes the location of the sub-sequence fragment (calculated from the first decision-making stage of sequence fragments); $s_{i}$ denotes the baseline value of the $k^{\text{th}}$ sub-sequence fragment based on hybrid knowledge database; $\text{𝑣𝑎𝑙}_{i}$ denotes the final evaluation value of the $k^{\text{th}}$ sub-sequence fragment. $i$ denotes the number of the evaluated complete sequence.

Then, according to different sequence segmentation patterns, we multiply the evaluation value of each sub-sequence fragment under each segmentation mode, and select the largest evaluation value as the final evaluation value of the complete decision sequence, shown as Eq. ([4](#S2.E4)):

$$\text{𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒}_{\text{𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡}} = {\pi_{i = 1}^{n}\text{𝑣𝑎𝑙}_{i}}$$

Where $m$ denotes the length of the given complete sequence, where we can obtain the total of 2  ($n$1) different sequence evaluation values. The maximum of them can be returned as the final_value, shown as Eq. ([5](#S2.E5)):

$$\textit{final\_value} = {\max{\{\textit{value\_list}\}}}$$

3.. MCTS sequential decision making method based on hybrid knowledge {#S3}
====================================================================

In the real sequential decision-making process, the selection of sub-nodes is based on the current state feedback, thus MCTS algorithm is more suitable for solving this kind of sequential decision-making with "opponent model". Therefore, based on the evaluation method of complete decision sequences proposed in the previous chapters, a MCTS sequential decision method based on hybrid knowledge is presented in this section.

3.1. Improved MCTS-tree strategy optimization method {#S3.SS1}
----------------------------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Traditional MCTS method {#S3.SS1.SSS1}

Assuming that each child node in MCTS has the same attributes, the attributes of the child node in the Monte Carlo tree can be described as follows:

$$s_{i} = {f{(d,n,v)}}$$

Where, $s_{i}$ denotes the ith decision node, $s_{0}$ denotes the original root decision node; $d$ is the depth of the nodes; $n$ is the visiting number of the node; $v$ is designed as the evaluation value to the node. The traditional MCTS flow chart is shown as follows.

The traditional MCTS algorithm is completed by four steps: selection, expansion, simulation and backpropagation.

### 3.1.2. The improved MCTS method {#S3.SS1.SSS2}

Traditional MCTS with complete random searching is not very effective in practical sequential decision-making. Therefore, incorporating the complete sequence evaluation method based on subse- quence fragments introduced in Section 2.3, we propose a novel UCT-max algorithm which considers not only the nodes' evaluation value of the complete sequence, but also the local extremum of the next tree searching step. The novel UCT-max calculation approach is shown as follows:

$${\text{𝑈𝐶𝑇} - \max} = {{{C_{q} \times \max}{()}} + {{({1 - C_{q}})} \times \overline{v_{l}}} + {2Cp\sqrt{\frac{2{\ln n}}{n_{j}}}}}$$

Where, Max () is the node with the largest evaluation value corresponding to the greedy maximum value, where the better value can be found by sequential searching. $C_{q}$ is the proportion coefficient between the maximum evaluation value and the average evaluation value, which can help the searching avoid falling into local optimum value by a "greedy" direction on the basis of the overall situation.

3.2. Sequential decision-making process based on hybrid knowledge and UCT-max algorithm {#S3.SS2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in Fig. [2](#thc-27-thc199034-g003){ref-type="fig"}, this sequential searching algorithm is different from the traditional MCTS method. The steps of this algorithm are shown in detail as follows.

Figure 2.UCT-max sequential decision flow chart based on hybrid knowledge.

Step 1:Set the empty node as root node, establish searching tree and give the width and depth of expansion.Step 2:When expanding the searching tree, we need judge whether the node meets the selection requirements. If the node meets the selection requirements, we do "selection" operation, otherwise, we do "expansion" operation.Step 3:When the searching tree reaches the target depth, it begins to simulate game decision process and randomly adds sub-nodes until the end of the sequence.Step 4:Input the simulated sequence into the decision sequence evaluation equations, and obtain the evaluation value of the sequence according to the evaluation method in Fig. [1](#thc-27-thc199034-g001){ref-type="fig"}.Step 5:Update the evaluation value and visiting times of the parent node in reverse order, and calculate the UCT-max value of the nodes according to Eq. ([7](#S3.E7)).Step 6:Judge whether the search is achieved. If the process is completed, output the sequence with the largest current evaluation value, otherwise, return to step 2.

4.. Case studies {#S4}
================

In this section, towards the multi-acupoints treatment sequencing scheme in dysphagia after stroke, the MCTS-max sequence decision-making method based on hybrid knowledge is applied and validated. Compared to the traditional sequential decision-making method, the advantages of the proposed algorithm are discussed.

4.1. Acupoint sequences ranking problem in treating post-stroke dysphagia {#S4.SS1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We built a hybrid knowledge model from two aspects: the deterministic knowledge based on evidence-based medicine \[[@ref025], [@ref026]\] and the experience knowledge based on expert group decision strategy.

### 4.1.1. Construction of hybrid priori knowledge {#S4.SS1.SSS1}

### 1) Deterministic knowledge acquisition based on evidence-based medicine {#S4.SS1.SSSx1}

We constructed a deterministic knowledge database based on literatures \[[@ref027], [@ref028]\] regarding to the selection of acupuncture points for post-stroke dysphagia treatment. The scope of literature search \[[@ref028]\] presented in this paper including: China Knowledge Network (CNKI), Hong Kong University database, Ovid Lww database, PubMed, and Cochrane Library online database. The retrieval time was up to February 29, 2016. Search Formula: (1) Chinese database was searched with the keywords relating to stroke, dysphagia, cerebral hemorrhage, cerebral infarction "AND" other stroke related terms (dysphagia, dysphagia, pseudobulbar palsy, true bulbar palsy, etc.) "AND" related terms of acupuncture (electro-acupuncture, rehabilitation training, swallowing training, etc.). (2) The English database was searched by using keywords as "dysphagia and stroke" and "acupuncture and swallow training". Four hundred and two articles were retrieved and included in the literature on acupuncture and moxibustion treatment of post-stroke dysphagia. Four hundred and two prescriptions of acupuncture and moxibustion were extracted, among which 95 acupoints (62 points of fourteen meridians and 33 points of Waiqi meridians) were stimulated with the total frequency of 1981. We assigned each acupoint as an unique ID. The frequency of each acupoint is partially shown in Appendix 2.

### 2) Empirical knowledge acquisition based on group decision making {#S4.SS1.SSSx2}

Four senior acupuncturists from Beijing Dongfang Hospital were invited to discuss the combinations of acupuncture sub-subsequence fragments with different dimensions, where one dimension corresponded to a single acupoint. Then, the experts' decision was processed by group decision-making method (Appendix 1), where the evaluation values of one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional sub-sequence fragments were obtained. The acupoints combinations and the evaluation values of sub-sequence fragments derived from group decision-making were presented in Appendix 3.

### 3) The efficiency of hybrid knowledge {#S4.SS1.SSSx3}

The hybrid knowledge module constructed in the second chapter of this paper provides an effective way to analyze deterministic knowledge and empirical knowledge. Based on the deterministic knowledge of acupuncture extracted from literatures (Appendix 1), the number of acupoints involved in evidence-based dysphagia treatment in post-stroke patients has been reduced from more than 300 acupoints of the human body to 95 commonly used acupoints. In addition, from the empirical knowledge generated by group decision-making, 95 acupoints has been reduced to the five most commonly used acupoints in clinical practice. Hence, the application of hybrid model reduced the decision sequence searching space complexity from to, reduced the search time, and improved the search performance.

### 4.1.2. Segmentation of acupuncture and moxibustion treatment sequence {#S4.SS1.SSS2}

Based on the previous discussion (Eqs ([3](#S2.E3))--([5](#S2.E5)) in Section 2.3), assuming that the acupoint ranking problem with depth of 5 (defining five different acupoints as five decision node variables: a1, a2, a3, a4, a5), and then, there are 16 ways of sequence segmentation.

For a given sequence of five acupoints, we calculated the evaluation values for all the segmentation patterns, and then returned the maximum value as its final evaluation value.

4.2. Acupuncture ranking based on integrating hybrid knowledge and MCTS {#S4.SS2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

### 4.2.1. Sequential decision making process {#S4.SS2.SSS1}

According to the clinical workflow of treating dysphagia (the time of each acupuncture treatment for a single patient is generally less than 30 minutes, and the clinicians generally select at least five acupoints for acupuncture), we initialized the sequential decision-making problem as follows: five decision-making nodes (five acupoints of acupuncture and moxibustion), tree search depth of 2, width of 50. Based on the Fig. [2](#thc-27-thc199034-g003){ref-type="fig"} in Section 3.2, we gave the detailed sequence searching process as follows:

Step 1:Select an acupoint to establish a root node randomly, expand downward into a search tree with depth of 5.Step 2:Judge the depth of nodes and the number of sub-nodes, and when the selection conditions are satisfied, the selection process begins.Step 3:When the depth reaches 2, the simulation begins until the end of the sequence, and the sequence is input into the evaluation module.Step 4:Update the value and the visiting number. When the one-time MCTS is completed, a sequence string will be obtained.Step 5:Adjust the parameters of node evaluation value, and after several executions, a series of sequences can be obtained for experts' selection and exclusion.

### 4.2.2. Experimental results and analysis {#S4.SS2.SSS2}

Because of the complexity of tree searching, we only take one search process here and briefly introduce its search process. The nodes' ranking result of this search is: "1, 2, 52, 4, 9", corresponding to the acupoints Lianquan, Fengchi, Throat Wall, Jinjin, Renying.

Then we set a 3-tuple (a, (b, c)) to describe the node's searching information. Where, a is the acupoint ID, b is the evaluation value of the node and c is the visiting times of the MCTS algorithm to this node.

Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} lists the evaluation value and visiting times of the first layer nodes in the search process, along with the evaluation value and visiting times of the remaining nodes.

Table 1Evaluation value and visiting times of first layer nodes(1, (0.88, 12550))(2, (0.83, 10050))(3, (0.6, 50))(5, (0.48, 50))(7, (0.45, 50))(10, (0.61, 2550))(11, (0.46, 50))(12, (0.31, 50))(13, (0.17, 50))(15, (0.36, 50))(19, (0.31, 50))(21, (0.14, 50))(23, (0.28, 50))(24, (0.17, 50))(26, (0.3, 50))(27, (0.11, 50))(28, (0.06, 50))(29, (0.06, 50))(30, (0.07, 50))(31, (0.07, 50))(32, (0.06, 50))(33, (0.2, 50))(34, (0.24, 50))(35, (0.09, 50))(38, (0.1, 50))(39, (0.24, 50))(40, (0.14, 50))(42, (0.1, 50))(43, (0.13, 50))(45, (0.04, 50))(46, (0.05, 50))(49, (0.1, 50))(50, (0.13, 50))(52, (0.19, 50))(53, (0.36, 50))(54, (0.15, 50))(55, (0.21, 50))(57, (0.16, 50))(58, (0.06, 50))(59, (0.09, 50))(62, (0.45, 50))(64, (0.13, 50))(65, (0.23, 50))(66, (0.48, 50))(68, (0.13, 50))(69, (0.13, 50))(70, (0.15, 50))(71, (0.07, 50))(74, (0.09, 50))(77, (0.12, 50))

The convergence of MCTS itself has been proved in references \[[@ref029], [@ref030]\]. In 30 experiments, the average value of the final evaluation value was roughly 0.2. In addition, based on 30 experiments, we obtained the optimal node sequence of global convergence \[10, 9, 52, 2, 1\], corresponding to the acupoints Panlianquan, Renying, Throat Wall, Jinjin, Renying.

### 4.2.3. Clinical validation {#S4.SS2.SSS3}

We hypothesize the proposed acupuncture sequence is superior to the standard treatment. In order to compare the therapeutic effect of two treatments, we invited one acupuncturist and one rehabilitation physician from Beijing Zhongguancun Hospital to conduct a randomized controlled clinical trial. Patients were enrolled in the study if they were diagnosed with stroke, presented "Oral phase" dysphagia symptom lasting for one month to three months, and aged from 20 to 85 years old. Patients were excluded if they had severe dementia, mental disorders, sensory aphasia, or severe needle fainting. This study was approved by the Hospital IRB, and all patients signed the inform consent.

From December 2017 to December 2018, 84 patients were recruited and randomly assigned to treatment group (42 cases) and control group (42 controls). Dysphagia was assessed using the University of Southern Manchester clinical bedside assessment scale and Watian drinking experiment bedside assessment scale \[[@ref014], [@ref015], [@ref016]\]. The decrease of the score indicates the improvement of dysphagia. There was no significant differences in social demographics, clinical pathophysiology characteristics and swallowing scores between the two groups before treatment.

For treatment group, the physician stimulated five acupoints in following order: Bian Lianquan, Renying, larynx wall, Jinjin and Lianquan. For the control group, the physician stimulated five acupoints in random order: Lianquan, Yamen, Fengchi, Fengfu and Fenglong, according to sixth edition of $<$Acupuncture and Moxibustion$>$ Textbook \[[@ref031]\]. The swallowing function of patients was assessed on the first day of treatment, after one month and after three months treatment based on two kinds of clinical bedside assessment scale, which are shown in Tables [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

Table 2The key data in the comparision based on Southern Manchester clinical bedside assessment scaleBefore VS after oneBefore VS after threeAfter one VS after threemonth treatmentmonths treatmentmonths treatment$P$ value4.66E-078.26E-080.041585

Table 3The key data in the comparision based on Watian drinking experiment bedside assessment scaleBefore VS after oneBefore VS after threeAfter one VS after threemonth treatmentmonths treatmentmonths treatment$P$ value1.46E-076.54E-080.026678

Student $T$-test was used to compare the $P$ value difference between the treatment group and the control group. There was no significant difference in the clinical bedside assessment score between the treatment group and the control group before treatment ($P >$ 0.05). After one month and three months of treatment, the two clinical bedside assessment scale scores of the treatment group was significantly different from that of the control group ($P <$ 0.05), and the therapeutic effect of the treatment group was better than that of the control group.

### 4.2.4. Comparison and discussion {#S4.SS2.SSS4}

To verify the superiority and feasibility of the proposed sequential decision-making method, we compared UCT-max MCTS algorithm to three other searching algorithms (genetic algorithm (GA), greedy algorithm and traditional MCTS algorithm) on the convergence, complexity and evaluation rate respectively.

First, we introduce the initialization of GA and greedy algorithm based on hybrid knowledge evaluation module.

•Genetic algorithm initialization: The fitness function of genetic algorithm is defined according to Eqs ([4](#S2.E4)) and ([5](#S2.E5)). We then set the initial population to 300, the mutation rate to 0.001, the crossover rate to 0.8, the number of iterations to 400, and the selection rate to 0.3.•Greedy algorithm initialization: In the current hybrid knowledge module, select the node with the largest evaluation value, and iterate five times.

### 1) Convergence {#S4.SS2.SSSx1}

•The genetic algorithm is more dependent on the initial values of the parameters. Based on 50 experiments, we found that if the initial value is not optimal, it is easy to fall into local extremum, resulting in poor convergence.•Because the greedy rules are fixed and the hybrid knowledge module is fixed, the final result of the sequential decision algorithm based on greedy algorithm is always \[1, 2, 52, 3, 4\]. The corresponding acupoints are Lianquan, Fengchi, Throat Wall, Qifeng, Jinjin. The convergence is always achieved.

### 2) Algorithms' complexity {#S4.SS2.SSSx2}

•The complexity of traditional and the proposed UCT-max MCTS algorithms are related to tree width, search depth and final sequence length. The initial values of parameters are presented as follows: tree search width is 50, tree search depth is 2, and the final sequence length is 5. Thus, the time complexity is 50$$ 5 $=$ 12500 $\times$ O (1), where O (1) is an operation constant.•The complexity of GA is related to the size of population and the number of iterations. The initial values of parameters are presented as follows: the population is 300, the number of iterations is 400. Thus, the time complexity is 300 $\times$ 400 $=$ 120000 $\times$ O (1), where O (1) is an operation constant.•The complexity of greedy algorithm is related to the number of acupoints and the number of cycles. The initial values of parameters are presented as follows: the number of acupoints in this paper is 95, the number of cycles is 5. Thus, the time complexity is 500 $\times$ O (1), in which O (1) is an operation constant.

### 3) Evaluation rate {#S4.SS2.SSSx3}

**Definition 4 (Evaluation Rate):** Evaluation Rate is the degree of similarity that the algorithm converges to the global optimal solution.

The evaluation rate formula is given as follows:

$$\textit{Evaluate\_rate} = {{({\textit{algorithm\_val} \times \text{𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠}})}/{({\max{{\_\text{𝑣𝑎𝑙}} \times \text{𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠}}})}}$$

Where, for a given complete sequence, *algorithm_val* is the sequence evaluation value obtained by the algorithm each time; *max_val* is the maximum of all the sequence evaluation values. For this problem, \[10, 9, 52, 2, 1\] is the sequence with the largest known evaluation value, which is 0.2514; *times* is the number of experiments.

Based on the above discussion, Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} gives a searching performance of four different sequential decision-making methods.

Table 4The searching performance of four different sequential decision-making methodsSearching methodAlgorithmicScores ofEvaluationScores ofEvaluationcomplexity30 timesrate100 timesrateexperiments(30 times)experiments(100 times)UCT-max MCTS method based on the hybrid12500$\times$ O (1)6.412885.25%21.622986.01% knowledgeTraditional MCTS method12500$\times$ O (1)5.114067.81%17.130468.14%Genetic algorithm based on the hybrid knowledge120000$\times$ O (1)3.434545.54%11.466548.51%Greedy algorithm based on the hybrid knowledge500$\times$ O (1)6.374884.52%21.24984.52%

### 4) Discussion {#S4.SS2.SSSx4}

From the Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, we can see the performances of the proposed UCT-max MCTS algorithm, traditional MCTS algorithm, GA and greedy algorithm in the acupoints' ranking sequential problem, which are shown as follows:

•The traditional MCTS method, due to the lack of prior knowledge for search guidance, has a low "evaluation rate" score for obtaining the optimal solution, which is not suitable for solving the optimal value in real-time.•The GA is based on hybrid knowledge, however, its convergence is limited to the initial values of the parameters and is unstable. Moreover, genetic algorithm is prone to fall into local extreme value.•The greedy algorithm works well, however, it is limited to returning the only result. For the combination nodes of two or three, the greedy algorithm cannot achieve good results (evaluation rate is less than the propose method).

Moreover, genetic algorithm and greedy algorithm cannot be well applied in practical interaction. If the complexity of "feedback model" is considered later, it is difficult to be compatible. The UCT-max algorithm based on hybrid knowledge proposed in this paper effectively avoids the shortcomings of the above three algorithms. In addition, without increasing the complexity, the proposed UCT-max algorithm can obtain a high evaluation rate, which means that the method can cover more possible decision sequences effectively, along with avoid falling into local extreme value early. However, the proposed UCT-max method needs a clear sequential segment evaluation and a feedback mechanism of searching results. As far as the concerned work of this paper, experts are required to participate in the interactive evaluation to give the hybrid knowledge. Therefore, in the future work, we will focus on how to learn the evaluation preferences of experts, so as to enhance the intelligence level of the overall decision-making process.

Finally, compared to the standard treatment scheme, the superiority of acupuncture treatment scheme based on the proposed algorithm in this paper was validated by medical experts. This work can help establish the standardized the post-stroke dysphagia treatment protocols, and educate the junior Traditional Chinese Physicians.

5.. Conclusions {#S5}
===============

To solve the problem of sequential decision-making based on professional knowledge and expertise, we first proposed an integration approach for acquiring hybrid knowledge based on deterministic and experiential group decision knowledge. In order to solve the problem of decision sequence evaluation, we then gave the definition of sub-sequence fragments and decision sequence segmentation, and introduced an evaluation method of complete sequence based on the priority of sub-sequence fragments.

Additionally, based on the above complete sequence evaluation methods, we proposed an UCT-max MCTS sequential decision-making method with hybrid knowledge with detailed steps. This method can guide the search direction, and enable the computer to automatically solve the experts engaged sequential decision-making problem with unclear objective function. Finally, this work was applied to determine the optimal multiple acupoints sequence in treating dysphagia among post-stroke patients, which demonstrates its clinical significance in establishing the standard treatment protocols and educating junior Traditional Chinese Physicians.

To verify validity of the method proposed in this paper, a case study of acupoints sequences ranking problem for dysphagia treatment in post-stroke patients was discussed. Different from the traditional set division optimization of alliance structure, "treatment sequence of multiple acupoints" was defined as a vector containing the priority gain of sub-nodes generated by a set of knowledge-constrained nodes. Then, the UCT-max MCTS sequence decision-making method based on hybrid knowledge is used to obtain the optimal treatment sequence. Compared to the traditional MCTS method, the genetic algorithm and the greedy algorithm, the advantages of the proposed method are illustrated in terms of algorithm complexity and convergence features.

Nonetheless, this work has some limitations. First, the sequential decision-making proposed in this paper is based on off-line hybrid knowledge construction. Further research is needed to study a dynamic sequential decision-making method for on-line updating knowledge and learning the evaluation preferences of experts. Second, the evaluation of treatment effects of acupuncture in this paper is mainly based on the simple mathematical description of doctor's evaluation and patient's subjective feelings, and the scientificity of curative effect evaluation needs to be improved. Third, the group knowledge derived from experts' group discussion only included up to three dimensional sub-sequence fragments. Further research is needed to construct more comprehensive hybrid knowledge. Last, the method proposed is limited to solving single intervention problem. More work is needed for searching and evaluation of complex therapeutic sequences with multi-intervention (e.g., physical therapy, massage, ice stimulation, etc.). Depend on how we conduct the case study, we may need to address the limitation in clinical study design where we only use the "Oral phase" cases. In the future, we may introduce the "laryngeal phase" and "esophageal phase" cases to verify our methods.
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Step1: Gather group's judgment preferences

Step2: Calculate the alternative's superior degree index

Step3: Calculate the group consistency deviation index

Step4: Yield the ranking result of the $i^{\text{th}}$ alternative

Frequency of acupoints stimulated in post-stroke dysphagia treatment (partial).Acupoint IDAcupoint nameFrequency of the acupoint stimilatedPercentage (%)a1Lianquan22111.16a2Fengchi21911.06a3Yifeng1316.61a4Jinjin1125.65a5Yuye1115.60a6Wangu824.14a7Neiguan763.84a8Fengfu713.58a9Renzhong613.08a10Renying582.93a11Sanyinjiao532.68a12Hegu532.68a13Panglianquan492.47............a95Shenque10.0005
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